CAREER
Mainz, Deutschland

Implementation

Consultant - XVA Blockchain

About XVA Blockchain:
XVA Blockchain provides financial services based on blockchain technology. The application of our
XVA-Blockchain distributed ledger technology to financial services will be a gamechanger for capital
markets with regards to EFFICIENCY, but also SECURITY, TRUST and TRANSPARENCY between business
partners. If you are excited about shaping a better future for capital markets, then join us as
Implementation Consultant at XVA Blockchain.
We are looking for:
A talented individual with a background in finance to join our fast growing client services team. The
successful candidate will work directly with clients to implement XVA Blockchain’s software services.
Travel is required with clients based in Germany, but also the UK, and throughout Europe. XVA
Blockchain has developed a culture of excellence and this is the opportunity to work with and
learn from senior experienced financial and technology professionals in a collaborative,
entrepreneurial, and fast-paced environment.
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Responsibilities:
Manage all phases of project implementation.
Business consultancy, gathering Client requirements and translating these into
development docs, as part of implementation and upgrade projects.
Implementation development, which includes data interfaces, workflows and bespoke reports.
Define and execute system test plans to ensure client requirements are met.
Support for end users to troubleshoot, diagnose and resolve complex technical issues.
Coordination with internal staff and clients to ensure on-time project deliveries.
Train end users on the technical configuration and features of the system.
Maintain strong working relationships with clients.

Required Skills/Qualifications/Experience:
Undergraduate degree in Maths, Physics, Finance, or other technical discipline. Experience
with programming/scripting languages (C#, C++, Python) or experience with Java and Solidity
(Blockchain).
Knowledge of relational databases and SQL.
Knowledge of finance and capital markets.
Self-motivated with ability to work both independently and under direction.
Excellent interpersonal skill.
Ability to travel.
Benefits and opportunities - as part of our team, you’ll enjoy:
The hustle of a startup with the impact of a global business.
Enjoyable work, solving genuine quantitative and technical problems for a wide range of buyside and sell-side clients.
Entry into an elite sector of the software industry where innovation is well rewarded.
Career development with multiple career pathways.
Working with an extraordinary team of smart, creative, fun and highly motivated people.
Learn from senior professionals with deep experience in technology and finance.
Opportunity to travel and work across Europe.
A direct impact of your work on the company success with resulting considerable upside both
in terms of career development as well as rewards.

If this opportunity sounds like what you’re looking for, please apply with your resume, along with a
short description of your current career objectives as PDF to naomi.klaes@xva-blockchain.com.
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